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young and an unidentified wife copy print of photograph of a
daguerreotype ca 1850 54 attributed to marsena cannon although a 1965 artifact record in the museum of church history and art clearly describes this image
FIG i brigham

the image itself had disappeared until this year when this copy was found in the
collections of the deseret news
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A mysterious image
brigham young with an unknown wife
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f the hundreds of images of brigham young until recently only two
were known that show brigham posing with one of his wives while
rumors of a third such image have existed for some time no one could find
a copy of it until this year what we found was a photograph of the original
daguerreotype fig 1i the original itself printed on a small coper plate is
still missing this rumored image was mysterious not only because it had
disappeared but also because the wife s face on the daguerreotype had been
completely obliterated unanswered questions regarding its damage make
this image intrinsically interesting in addition finding the copy determining the daguerreotype s creation date and trying to identify the wife have
presented investigative challenges almost as intriguing as the image itself

general context of the image
richard neitzel holzapfel and R Q shupe gathered all the known images of brigham young produced during his lifetime
from

1994 to 1999

published in brigham young images of a mormon prophet 2000 the collection came to include hundreds of images including daguerreotypes
daguerreotyper
wood cuts engravings and pencil
tin types ambrotypes
ambro types paintings woodcuts
tintypes
tintyper
sketches in addition to publishing these images of the prophet brigham
holzapfel and shupe attempted to provide dates background information
and detailed descriptions for each image however determining the correct information was often difficult and sometimes impossible in the
introduction to their book the authors note that virtually all publications reproducing visual images of brigham young contain flaws in date
B
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FIG 2 brigham young and margaret peirce young daguerreotype ca 1852 53
238 x 234 6 cm x 7 cm attributed to marsena cannon detail this is one of

only two known photographs of brigham posing alone with an identified wife

identification
dating photographs and identifying photographers can be
challenging particularly when the only surviving image is a copy of a copy I
while researching their book holzapfel and shupe came across only
two photographs of brigham posing with individual wives the first is a
bangham and margaret peirce younga
6 cm x 7 cm daguerreotype of brigham
young2 fig 2
bngham
the second is a portrait of brigham and amelia folsom young taken in
the year they were married 3 however holzapfel and shupe heard
1863
from a number of young family members image collectors and archivists
about a third image of brigham with a wife an unidentified woman whose
face on the daguerreotype had been completely smeared or scratched away
unfortunately holzapfel and shupe were unable to locate the image in
time for their volume however a copy of the picture owned by the
deseret news company was rediscovered just this year following a lead
from joseph M bauman a collector and writer at the deseret news
1
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holzapfel s student research assistant marc bohn spent two days in the
newspaper s library before he found this copy of the image librarians
there had not been aware that they had a copy of this rare print
image history

the daguerreotype belonged

to a collection that today is housed in the
museum of church history and art of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints although a record of this image has existed in the
church s artifact catalog since july 71965
7 1965 the image itself is missing from
the museum s collection the churchs
churche artifact record 142623 contains the
following description

one photograph of brigham young and

leather
case the case has red velvet cushion with design and glass with gold trim
to keep picture clean face of wife has been smeared away finishing on
photograph in gold and pink the case has a design and two hooks to
hold together when closed dark brown in color 4
a wife encased in a

the only other information the catalog entry gives that would help to identify the image is the date 1849 no donor is named 5
before it arrived at the museum during the latter igmos
ig6os and through
i96os
the 1970s the collection containing the picture of brigham and his mystery
wife was stored in various places on temple square including the base-

ments of the north visitors center and the tabernacle this situation continued until may 1984 when the church dedicated its new museum of
church history and art and relocated the collection to the museum however when they tried to match all objects with their record numbers in
1992 the curators never located item h2623 and declared it unavailable
its position unknown 1166 thus all that can be said of the daguerreotypes
daguerreotyper
disappearance is that it occurred sometime between july 7
1965 and 1992
7 1965
some witnesses claim to have seen the original daguerreotype after
1965 for instance nyal anderson manager of beehive collector s gallery
in salt lake city says that sometime in the early to mid igmos
ig8os
1980s a collector
approached him seeking a price appraisal of a daguerreotype showing
brigham young with a wife whose face had been scratched out although
interested in the daguerreotype s worth the collector remained unwilling
to sell the image 7
more concrete evidence of the missing daguerreotype appeared on
february 24
1971 when the deseret news ran an article regarding a diary
241971
of brigham young 8 the article included a small photograph showing only
brigham youngs face and neckerchief however the article s view of brigham
was merely part of a larger photograph that the deseret news company
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had in its possession fig 1i 9 the newly found complete photograph
shows a nail mounted daguerreotype of brigham with his arm around a
wife whose face is smeared away apparently the photograph shows h2623
n2623
removed from the leather and velvet casing described in the museum
record the photograph was evidently taken before the daguerreotype
entered the church collection
although this photograph of the daguerreotype clearly matches the
museum s description of their missing artifiact the newspaper s information conflicts with the museum s record the deseret news article claims
that the image shows brigham at about the time the diary was writ
ten 10 president young dictated the diary from may 27
1857 to september 21
271857
of the same year while the museum archive record dates the daguerreotype
to 1849 adding to the confusion about dates pencil handwriting on the
back of the deseret news company s copy reads simply brigham young
in the early 60 s and the deseret news library contains no documentation
of its acquisition of the photograph in view of such confusing or incomplete documentation we turn to the image itself which reveals that it
was probably taken in the early 1850s
i85os

details that help determine the date
even in frontier utah fashions in dress and grooming changed frequently
quent ly following trends elsewhere thus details of styles shown in the
photograph present clues to the time of its
creation by comparing the photograph
with fashion trends and with other
photographs of brigham we can place the
image in the early i85os
1850s
h2623 cannot have been taken later
than 1860 because it shows president
young before he wore a beard which
appears in other photographs beginning
in 1861 moreover the brigham we see in
h2623 looks significantly younger than
the brigham who appears in two photographs from the 1857 period suggested by FIG 3 detailed view of brigham
young from figure i the lack
the diary I11I
a beard and the youthfulness of
of
a
is
silk
wearing
brigham
in 12623
his appearance suggest that the
neckerchief with a floral pattern fig 3
daguerreotype could have been
this is significant because the same neck- taken as early as 1850 his neck
erchief appears in several images from the erchien
erchief also provides clues to the
daguerreotyper date
daguerreotypes
early 18505 we first see the neckerchief in
1
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brigham young detail from
daguerreotype december 12 1850
marsena can
13 cm x 10 cm
5 x 4
non this is the first dated photo of
brigham wearing his floral necker
chief
intellectual reserve inc
courtesy museum of church history
and art the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints
FIG 4

53

brigham young detail from
steel engraving january 1853 334 x
234
A 95
995
.5 cm x 7 cm frederick H
piercy this engraving is based on one
daguerreotyper taken
of the 1851 52 daguerreotypes
by marsena cannon the clarity of
detail here makes it easy to identify
the neckerchief as the same one he
was wearing in figure i courtesy
museum of church history and art
FIG 5

12
daguerreotype taken december 12
fig 4 it
cannon12
1850 by marsena cannon
121850
shows up again in two daguerreotypes
daguerreotyper also taken by cannon sometime in
1851 or 1852 13 fig 5 the neckerchief appears a fourth time in the 185253
daguerreotype of brigham with margaret peirce fig 2 and then finally in
14
185414
see
two images thought to have been taken sometime in 1853 or 1854
fig 6 for one of the images from this pair the neckerchief appears in all
but one of the known photographs taken in the 1850 54 period but it never
appears again in any known photograph after 1854 this evidence suggests
that h2623 was taken sometime before 1854 perhaps as early as 1850
further evidence of the daguerreotype s time period can be seen in
other articles of clothing that appear in h2623 including brighams
Brig hams
Brig
trousers his vest and his jacket brigham
brighams
hamss plaid trousers and vest fig i
indicate the late i84os
1840s when plaid was popular
by 1845 the reign of queen victoria which reflected her preference

a

for all things scottish created a rush of fabrics on the market and plaid
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designs of all kinds there was
a massive increase in
woolen plaids and checkers
for cloaks and trousers seen all
over the english world 15

JFM

A
FIG 6 brigham young detail from copy
print of a daguerreotype ca 1853 54
413 x 312
32 11 cm x 9 cm attributed to

marsena cannon in this later photo
brigham again wears his floral neckerchief courtesy museum of church history and art

this english world definitely
included mormon pioneers of
the i84os
1840s many of whom were
english and scottish immigrants we have evidence of
p laid and scots traditions in
utah in 1848 on the twenty
fourth of july 1848 there were
some scots in salt lake city
who did have plaids and
dancing scottish reels became
standard for celebrations 16
the preponderance of plaid in
this image suggests that the
daguerreotype was probably
taken in the late 1840s
i84os or early
i85os17
1850s 17 fig 1i

the

jacket that brigham is
wearing in h2623 also indicates
the early 185os
i85os because it
matches the jacket in another photograph whose date we know the jacket
in h2623 bears a striking resemblance to and is probably the same as the
jacket that appears in the 1852 53 daguerreotype taken with margaret
peirce figs 2 3 both jackets have double breasted M cut lapels and
both were tailored without the fullness at the top of the sleeves that was
characteristic of jackets in the early to mid 1840s
i84os 18
the similar jackets coupled with the neckerchief in both images the
rarity of photographs showing brigham with a wife and the fact that both
daguerreotypes
daguerreotyper appear to have been taken near the same time make it
valuable to compare h2623 more closely with the photograph of margaret
peirce young in h2623 the wife wears a striped dress that was most likely
made from a fine wool fig 7 above the shirring at the waist we see a
gathered point in the bodice a detail popular from 1838 into the 1840s
i84os the
dress s snugly fitting sleeves with white cuffs also mark it as being of i84os
1840s
vintage 199 these features do not match the dress worn by margaret peirce
young in the marsena cannon image of 1852 53 fig 2 margaret s dress is
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somewhat looser in the bodice and it has pagoda sleeves which became
popular in the i85os20
1850s20

there

were many styles of sleeves during the eighteen fifties from
flared to straight one of the most notable and characteristic was the
pagoda sleeve this sleeve retained the shape of the upper arm and then
flared into a wide open sleeve in the area of the elbow often a full or
bloused undersleeve usually gathered into a wristband was worn
beneath the pagoda sleeve 21

such undersleeves
under sleeves visibly extend from under margaret s pagoda sleeves
ests
ists 22
reaching down to her wr
wrists
the fact that margaret peirce appears in her daguerreotype in a dress
that can clearly be dated to the 1850s
h2623 appears in an
ofh2623
i85os while the wife of
1840s
i84os dress suggests that h2623 was taken before the image of margaret and
brigham if this were so h2623 would stand as the earliest known image
of brigham posing with a wife still the evidence is sketchy comparing
brigham s appearance in the two images reveals only that his hair is shorter
in the margaret peirce image and seems thinner there than in 1 12623 while
somewhat compelling these differences might be merely the result of a
haircut and the impression of a recently removed hat in the peirce image
brigham s face appears almost
identical in the two images
in summary our examination
of details points to a conclusion
that the daguerreotype was made
sometime in the early 1850s
i85os the
neckerchief placing it possibly as
late as 1854 still although the date
is important perhaps the most
t
important missing fact is the iden
city
tity of the wife by 1854 president
young had already been plurally
plurally
married to forty eight different
wr
women making the task of identifying the wife in h2623 very difficult 23 however what remains of
the wife s image can help us guess FIG 7 detailed view of wife s clothing
who she might be particularly from figure i her distinctive bracelets
which appear to be native american in
remarkable are her beaded brace
style suggest that this wife is one of three
lets fig 7 which appear by their
wives known to have had close associadistinctive patterns to be native tions with native americans
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american in origin the native american design is notable because a few
of brigham s wives had considerable contact with native americans
indigenous to the western united states lucy ann decker young
brigham s first plural wife adopted a native american girl named sally in
1847 24 we also know that mary ann angell young and augusta adams
cobb young took an active role in the indian relief societies of the i85os
1850s 25
while the bracelets constitute evidence that is circumstantial at best they
might point toward angell decker or cobb as the wife in h2623

conclusion
while we have narrowed the possibilities for the date of this image and
for the identity of the wife shown in it we may never identify her with cerdaguerreotyper
tainty because it was the original image that was damaged daguerreotypes
were never produced in multiple copies as we often print photographs
now so no undamaged copy exists nor is the identity of the wife the only
question about this image we may never answer for example where is the
original daguerreotype who damaged the daguerreotype and why was
this damage an accident or a deliberate attempt to obliterate the face
despite these mysteries h2623 provides a significant view of brigham
posing with one of his wives although his expression there is very similar
to the one we see in the daguerreotype of him and margaret peirce his
smile in 1 12623
h2623 is a little broader his demeanor marginally more self
content and worry free if h2623 was indeed taken as early as 1850 then it
shows us a valuable picture of president young before he began to shoulder
the tremendous burden of being the territorial governor in 1851 moreover
as mentioned previously h2623 might be the earliest known picture of
brigham with one of his wives the possibility that h2623 was taken as
early as 1850 is consistent with the visual information that we can glean
from the available copy of it especially when the information is compared
to other images from the same time period unfortunately the daguerreotype s origin including its photographer and original owner can only be
guessed at h2623 serves as a reminder of the difficulties involved in providing accurate information for any antique image and of the fact that pictures of brigham are still lost
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